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" Discover new things about yourself with David Zyla's method... Would never have ordered it
had I known that that there were NO COLORED Images at all in the this publication !! You
really need not only perfect light, but a great friend with an excellent eye (and tolerance) and
an excellent mirror.! I finally pushed myself to open up it, to begin with to read it, and it's 'all on
the place', in the way it's written .. Third, when describing how to correct bad colours, I believe
the instructions just overcomplicate things. I just don't really purchase into his color theories. He
may be a great 'image consultant' but not a writer or possibly it had poor editing ?.! Get
Brenda Kinsel's publication, "Style Make Over".Here's my own idea, fwiw, for those who have a
good digital camera, take a closeup picture of your face and natural colored locks outside in
gentle daylight with no makeup on. Zyla gave me that and made sure I understood why..
YMMV but check it out, you'll at least become familiar with your own coloring in even more
concrete detail. This reserve is very different. Five Stars Great transaction, item as described,
pleased with purchase.. therefore I'm pretty discerning in what I recommend ... Brenda's book I
recommend, 5 stars !! It really makes sense. First, you can find no pictures of any palettes. When
you read this book, it'll all seem such common sense - and just why haven't various other color
specialists been saying a similar thing these last 40 years? photographs never provide us the
complexity of color, and printing can throw colors off. In addition, any images of clothes or
hairstyles will look dated, but the information in this book is not at the mercy of hemlines or
etc.Second of all, hardly any people will ever fit totally into one archetype, season, etc. we all
have multiple colors inside our skin, we are all a mix of fascinating and warm tones, etc. the
target is to find out in the event that you match one MUCH BETTER than the others.if you match
two, similarly well, you will have to see if you can harmonize them somehow. But if you are
looking for something even more definitive or something to carry onto - this is not for
you.among the things you will be doing is examining the color of your iris IN DETAIL. I would not
purchase this if you're seeking to figure color, and even style !. (You may use a internet app to
get this done if you don't possess image editing software program...if your eyes are older
(cough) or your vision simply plain not so good (cough cough) this is often a work out in DAYS
of looking and making note under different lighting.if however you be younger, with good color
vision, and an excellent mirror and lighting? it may take you a few minutes. Amazing and
GOOD SENSE education! Have you ever been frustrated with another 'find your colors' reserve,
racking your brains on what colors you should use? I'm also an 'image consultant' myself . If you
want some brand-new and useful tips about color, great. This isn't a reserve to discovered all
of your palette, but you'll be able to make up a whole palette from the information in this
publication with little various other references.First of all, this book does not have any color
pictures, no pictures AT ALL of people to compare to, and thats a very important thing.-The
greatest weakness or challenge isn't only the time to figure this out and trust me - you can find
no color analysts who know very well what you're talking about when you ask questions in
Zyla's language - is the simple fact that there are no categories (yes, yes I understand we are
all unique, but surely there has to be some similarities) and you have to go get/find your own
swatches (paint chips at your neighborhood do-it-yourself store - they must think I'm painting
the Taj Mahal) and hope/trust that you're right.This is the first 'find your colors' book that
considers that I've cool undertones in my skin and hair, but my eyes certainly are a blend of
cool and warm greens, gold and silver, grey and brown. He doesn't disregard that my coloring
is not only 'one matter'. God bless my individual husband for assisting me (on the balcony of a
resort, paint chips in hand).I personally don't care much in what shades to wear for certain
purposes. I wish their were more assists like Color palettes in photos or something.. This is



priceless information - it really is so empowering to maintain the know and appearance good
being it! It's interesting The idea of this book would be to configure your own palette of best
colors based upon your own organic coloring. It's wise and I got some good ideas from the
book, but after awhile it got a little fanciful for me, I guess I'm even more of a nuts and bolts
kind of person. She doesn't let you know who you are, warm or great or your 'style' but gives
you all the 'tools' to find out for yourself . Be sure to white-stability first and that there surely is
nothing of solid color reflecting on you. After that extract the shades from your photo and
printing them out. and i really do mean at length, as in "i have green eyes with flecks of blue,
grey, brownish, teal, purple, etc. It creates shopping and arranging your closet quite simple. I
examined this against my professional color scheme and they were virtually the same. I've
bought it several situations and given away copies, so buy a different one. I found having this
palette published out helped me make more sense of the book as he talked about the shades
of colours in hair, skin and eyes. Function intensive, but potentially effective There's no doubt
that David Zyla understands his color theory and analysis. It had been lots of intensive work,
though, to figure out what the colours of my skin, eyes, hair were. NONE ! I'm very good at
"seeing" shades, but this publication did challenge my abilities.-On the positive part - I did
learn to find colors that would blend with my skintones - when I'd use that color, not really sure
-various other than my lingerie. But this biggest breakthrough was discovering the colours in my
own eyes. For Zyla, it all has meaning. Extremely intensive function. I did discover the green in
my eyes and why charcoal is definitely my black. But I'm uncertain everyone would be ready to
go through this.! David Zyla is not any doubt totally with the capacity of carrying out this, but
even the most adept of us are likely not.-We think it's worthy of the read and certainly worthy of
at least beginning to get a sense of your own unique coloring - understanding how to
"see".Now, to get probably the most out of the book, you will have to get access to: good
light (daylight), a magnifying mirror (unless your eyes are way much better than mine), a fabric
store/clothing store/resource of color chips, and TIME. Its a good book. I desire their were more
helps like .. today identify which one is normally darker, lighter, and etc. Well, supposedly, the
palettes are based on individual coloring, so there aren't any all-encompassing palettes. I just
wish to know what flatters me. Definitely got too google a lot of stuff he says. Two Stars Nothing
wrong with the book per se.. Some brand-new and useful ideas, however, not an excellent DIY
manual If you enjoy learning about color and design, this book has a lot of useful concepts.
But if you need a good DIY manual, you can find better books out there. I debated between 4
and 5 stars, since it really depends on everything you are looking for. Its an excellent book.
But... But several times, the author describes specific archetypes as having certain color
palettes. I acquired believed that the archetypes were about personality and style and about
how you wear your colours, not which colours you use. second, it seems as though the
archetypes are based on color palettes, also if the reserve doesn't say therefore outright. So
you can have a palette that fits one archetype but discover that the style section of it doesn't
match you at all. As well confusing.. Zyla actually teaches you how exactly to determine the
shades that flatter and do the job. But become warned that is not a good DIY manual. This is
about a lot more than "your colors.He may be a great 'image consultant' however, not a writer
or maybe it . soundsdeceptively simple, will take time to do right. David narrows down your
shades to just 8.) You can bring that little card with you and see how it harmonizes with
colours of clothing and make-up, and you will have a good idea what tones of colours will
match with your coloring. The book contains no color palettes because your own body
contains your shades (your hair, epidermis, and eye). I appreciated Carole Jackson's Color Me



Gorgeous, but I like Zyla's more in depth method of color analysis.. Great styling resource This is
an amazing resource for everyone who wants to look their best and reflect their true selves. I
have already been styling clients for a long time, working intuitively but never able to form rules
for WHY certain shades and ensembles worked well for each individual. There are various
styling modalities, and David's is among the most comprehensive I've found so far of
categorizing all the factors that define personal style. Great reserve.
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